You are probably familiar with the obvious Instagram strategies for growing your instagram
following such as:
●

Use Relevant hashtags

●

Post regularly

●

Post quality content

●

And engage with your following

While you can find a lot of good tips and tricks to build up an Instagram following, in this post
you are going to learn the top four tips for starting and growing an instagram account as a
______.

1. Have an aesthetically pleasing themed account:
If you try to capture the entire audience on Instagram you will fail to attract any of it. Consider
having a themed account where every post you make will attract a following of one specific and
narrow theme. Have the background on all of your posts the same, and have consistency in all
of the visual elements across all of your posts. Instagram users value high quality visual
aesthetics, consistency, and niche accounts. Look at the themed accounts below and take note
of the:
●

Themed account

●

Aesthetic consistency

●

Narrow target audience

●

Consistent setting while sharing new content

How can you design an instagram theme account That follows the guidelines above while
targeting your Niche audience?

@SongByrdASMR posts all look the same yet each one is drastically different. Visit their
Instagram page and take notes of the formula they follow for their Instagram strategy.

2. Know how the Hashtag Algorithm Works
3.

Even though you are allowed to use up to 30 hashtags per post, it is in your best
interest not to use them all.
Post that I have between five and 11 hashtags receive the highest amount of traffic.
Additionally, engagement begins to drop on post that have 12 hashtags and beyond.
4. Adopt a branded hashtag strategy: Starting a custom hashtag it’s beneficial for your
branding and building an audience because as a hashtags audience builds you will
attract followers from your custom hashtag. In fact, 70% of a Instagrams hashtags are
branded.
5. Avoid Spammy behavior such as:
●

Saving hashtags and copy paste them into your posts

●

Using non-niche specific hashtags

●

Buying bot followers

Using popular hashtags such as New years, push-ups, like, follow4follow, etc. are considered
as generalized hashtags and these will result in your account getting shadow banned, which will
make your content difficult to be found on Instagram.
On another note, it is not in your best interest to purchase bot followers because Instagram is
constantly removing these fake accounts and while you might think that you will build credibility
by having a lot of followers, eventually your follower numbers will drop which will give your
audience the perception that your content really is not that good because you’re losing
followers.

6. Have your Instagram platform match your branding: do you want all of your
marketing materials, including your social media platforms, to carry the same branding
colors, message, tone, aesthetic style, and specific call/objective. For example, when
somebody takes your business card, and then goes to your Instagram and I notice that
the two pieces of marketing material are in synchrony with each other, that will leave a
very professional impression on your prospect. Now take this concept of synchronizing

your branding with your Instagram to the next level. Imagine if somebody received your
business card, went to your Instagram, went to your website, received a flyer, saw a
billboard of yours, and everything was in synchrony and had matching colors, message,
tone, Visual style and aesthetic, and all had a call to action to achieve a specific
objective, how do you think your audience will perceive your brand?

7. Create a marketing funnel: Instagram allows you to have only one link on your bio, use it
to offer a free ebook to download so that you can collect email addresses and build your
contact list.

8. Invite people to follow you from Facebook: you can link your Facebook account to
Instagram and then invite everyone from your Facebook account to follow you on
Instagram. Build up your Instagram following by joining relevant Facebook groups,
adding peoples friends, and then add them to your Instagram.
Use Intagram stories consistently:

Hopefully one of these Instagram strategies has helped you and be sure to let us know which
strategy surprised you the most in the

